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Big performance. compact package.



Make it yours.

You can match the CYBEX FT-325 to the décor and color 
palette of your facility. Choose from standard, duo-tone, 
or a virtually unlimited selection of custom colors to 
make a dramatic branding statement with this dynamic 
functional trainer. 
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FT-325
• Select appropriate resistance. 

• Adjust handles for proper pulley height.  

• Ensure all adjustment knobs are locked 

   into place. 
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LAT pULL ARM EXTEnSion SqUAToVERHEAd pRESS

Just a few of the wide range of upper and lower body exercises possible with the FT-325.

CYBEX FT-325 is a high performance, commercial-grade 

functional trainer that delivers an expansive range of  

exercises in a single, compact, low-profile unit.  Which makes 

it  the right fit for facilities where space is an issue, but  

getting a great workout is essential.

Full-BodY workouT 
madE simplE...

solid. sturdy. rugged. 

The same words that describe the fittest athletes also apply to our  
powerful functional trainer. one look at the CYBEX FT-325 tells you that 
it’s built to handle the punishment dished out by a steady stream of users 
in a wide range of facilities — from compact corporate and hotel exercise 
rooms to firehouses, police stations, and school fitness centers.

real siMple. real results.

The CYBEX FT-325 makes getting a complete, full-body workout simple.  
illustrated instructional placards guide users through the basic exercises 
needed to develop strength, improve coordination, and learn specific 
movement patterns designed to enhance functional performance. no 
complex instructions necessary.

the power of one.

The FT-325’s dual weight stacks provide fully independent motion and 
asymmetrical loads for single users, or they can serve as individual stations, 
so two people can work out at once— a real plus in busy facilities.



Serious about fitness.

dEsignEd and BuilT BY CYBEX in ThE usa.

WORLD HEADQUARTERS
10  Trotter drive  
Medway, MA 02053, USA
T +1.508.533.4300  
F +1.508.533.5500

CYBEX INTERNATIONAL UK LTD
oak Tree House 
Atherstone Road, Measham, derbyshire 
dE12 7EL UK
T +44.845.606.0228 
F +44.845.606.0227

The FT-325 is a highly engineered, thoroughly tested workhorse—a direct result of research into 
biomechanics and human performance conducted at the CYBEX institute for Exercise Science. 
it’s designed to work with the natural movement of the body and produce outstanding results for 
everyone from first-time users to serious athletes.  The FT-325 delivers exactly what you expect 
from CYBEX, the leader in high performance strength training and cardio equipment.

© 2011, CYBEX International. All rights reserved.  
ML-23426, FT-325 Brochure. Specifications subject to  
change 04/11. Actual color may differ from sample shown. 

CYBEX strength products are made in the USA.

SpecificationS

 PRODUCT NUmBER FT-325

 DESIGN  Two 170 lbs. (77 kg) weight stacks; 
  10 lb. (4.5 kg) plates with bushings;  
  top plate with integral guide-rod oiling 

 DImENSIONS   67” W × 34” L × 83.5” H    
  (170 cm × 86 cm × 212 cm)

 mACHINE WEIGHT     695 lbs. (315 kg)

 LIFTING RATIO     2:1

 mAXImUm CABLE LOAD 85 lbs. (38.5 kg) 

 LOAD PER PLATE 5 lbs. (2.3 kg)  

 CABLE TRAvEL  81” (206 cm) 

 ACCESSORIES 2 strap handles, ankle cuff, triceps 
  rope, lat pull bar (optional)

 SAFETY Fully enclosed weight stacks;  
  meets ASTM and En safety  
  standards

 ADjUSTmENTS 21 column adjustments spaced  
  3” (7.6 cm) apart; laser engraved 
  markings on adjusting columns

 INSTRUCTIONS illustrated instructional placards 
  guide users

 STORAGE integral handle storage

 COLOR Available in standard, duotone, and  
  a virtually unlimited variety of custom 
  frame and panel colors
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